NAVIGATE YOUR NEXT
“Knowing their core is key to driving digital transformation, we want to help our clients navigate to what's next in their journey towards the future.”

– Salil S. Parekh, CEO, Infosys

All things digital are changing the world around us. The greatest opportunity of our times is to quickly adapt and respond to this disruption.

In this new normal, the future is a continuum. It's no longer about the next big thing, it's simply everything that's next. The next optimization. The next experience. The next connection. The next innovation. The next advantage. We understand the focus and execution this challenge requires.

And we are here to partner with you through this journey.
To help you navigate your next, we bring you three powerful advantages.

**AI-POWERED CORE**

**AGILE DIGITAL AT SCALE**

**ALWAYS-ON LEARNING**

WE STEER ENTERPRISES LIKE YOURS THROUGH THE MANY NEXTS OF YOUR DIGITAL JOURNEY

We enable your enterprise with an **AI-powered core** to build a deeply automated foundation that serves up vital insights to prioritize the execution of change. And you can do this without ‘wishing away’ the rich legacy that is the groundwork on which your business success has always been created. You can make progress, step-by-step, in harnessing new digital opportunities while leveraging your traditional strengths.

We also empower your business with **agile digital at scale** enhancing your digital journey by bringing together the swiftness of agile delivery and our global delivery model to create new enterprise-wide capability that delivers unprecedented levels of business performance and customer delight. Your energized core will now serve as the launchpad for your business to create sustainable outcomes from new technologies and innovations.

Our **always-on learning** agenda will drive your continuous improvement through building and transferring digital skills, expertise and ideas from our innovation ecosystem to help you transition to new agile ways of working. We will amplify your workforce – both human and digital – in an enthusiastic embrace of experimentation as you look to transform. And by expanding our localization, we will bring to businesses like yours the benefit of proximity and local talent to accelerate your agile digital transformation.

“The firm (Infosys) is one of the key services alternatives to enterprise clients seeking high-value digital capabilities enabled by industrial-scale technology execution.”

– Phil Fersht, CEO and Chief Analyst, HfS Research
Leveraging our core services, we improve your existing landscapes on the basis of AI-led automation so your business might achieve greater efficiencies and remain relevant to the times.

In addition to our services, we also have a suite of open platforms that work along with your core systems to accelerate your digital transformation journey. Infosys Nia, our next-generation intelligent automation platform, is already playing a big role in transforming the landscapes our clients operate in, enabling their systems to predict and automate tasks traditionally executed by humans.

“Infosys Nia is a platform designed for enterprises seeking to deploy Artificial Intelligence for IT efficiencies, predominantly in system management and system monitoring.”

– Holger Mueller, Principal Analyst, Constellation Research

“As enterprises like us embark on the digital journey, cloud plays a very important role. It is not just about moving workloads to cloud but about business value through agility, driving customer insights and most importantly, enhancing experience.”

– Neal Johnson, Director of Business Technology, House of Fraser
I see more recent digital acquisitions like WONGDOODY and Brilliant Basics as the future direction: product design and customer experience additions in both US and UK giving them (Infosys) a digital play.

– Jimit Arora, Partner, Everest Group

“When it comes to customer experience, we continue to transform, learn and shape the next stages as we move along our transformation journey. The scale of change is hugely significant; we are changing not only our digital layer, but our entire back office to ensure future-proof, operationally agile, and data-rich systems.”

– Sam Lloyd, Chief Information Officer, Telenet
WE KNOW THAT IF WE CAN LEARN ANYTHING, WE CAN DO ANYTHING FOR OUR CLIENTS

“We have always sought to thrive in a culture of lifelong learning. Today, we are enabling that learning in short bursts, anytime, anywhere and just-in-time. For example, our sales lead on a flight from Boston to Chicago must be able to pull up his laptop and complete a 50-minute course on Open Source. We've made that possible.”

– Nandan Nilekani, Chairman of the Board, Infosys

We have collaborated closely, for decades, with the top universities of the world to advance our learning. We have also instituted one of the world’s largest corporate universities.

For businesses like yours, we bring value from a rich ecosystem of technology and knowledge partners. Along with this, we also leverage strategic digital capabilities from our acquisitions and other innovations from the global start-up community so the best inventions are available to accelerate your transformation.

The value of this ecosystem is greatly multiplied when coupled with the advantages of our in-market state-of-the-art training facilities and technology and innovation hubs. This brings the benefit of proximity and local talent to the journey of co-creation that we undertake with our clients and partners.
REQUEST FOR A DESIGN THINKING WORKSHOP WITH US TO SEE HOW YOU CAN NAVIGATE YOUR NEXT.

VISIT OUR GLOBAL EDUCATION CENTER AT MYSURU, INDIA, AND SEE HOW WE BUILD INTELLECTUAL CAPITAL TO SERVE THE NEEDS OF YOUR FUTURE.

TOUR OUR TECHNOLOGY AND INNOVATION HUBS, AND OUR DIGITAL STUDIOS, CLOSEST TO YOU.

For more information, contact askus@infosys.com